The simplicity of maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory makes it an ideal theoretical laboratory for developing computational tools, which eventually find their way to QCD applications. In this contribution, we continue the investigation of a recent proposal by Basso, Sever and Vieira, for the nonperturbative description of its planar scattering amplitudes, as an expansion around collinear kinematics. The method of arXiv:1310.5735, for computing the integrals the latter proposal predicts for the leading term in the expansion of the 6-point remainder function, is extended to one of the subleading terms. In particular, we focus on the contribution of the 2-gluon bound state in the dual flux tube picture, proving its general form at any order in the coupling, and providing explicit expressions up to 6 loops. These are included in the ancillary file accompanying the version of this article on the arXiv.
Introduction and Summary
Maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (MSYM) offers a unique possibility for the nonperturbative investigation of gauge theories. In its strongly coupled regime it can be mapped to weakly coupled strings of type IIB on AdS 5 × S 5 , which are amenable to perturbative computations. Furthermore, in the planar limit, where the number of colors N goes to infinity with the 't Hooft coupling λ ≡ g 2 Y M N fixed, integrable structures emerge, which allow the determination of certain quantities to all loops 1 . More importantly, by being the simplest 4-dimensional interacting gauge theory, it serves as an excellent theoretical laboratory for developing computational tools, before applying them to QCD. Celebrated examples of this strategy are generalized unitarity for scattering amplitudes and more recently the method of symbols, for an overview see 2 and references therein. The symbol has been used in calculations of several QCD processes, such as gluon fusion to heavy quark-antiquark pair 3 , relevant to experiments at the LHC.
In this contribution, we will focus on the near-collinear kinematics of the planar, Maximally Helicity Violating (MHV) 6-point amplitude of MSYM. Planarity has the benefit that the only surviving color structure is a single trace of generators in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, which we can strip off in order to study its coefficient, the color-ordered amplitude. Among all different helicity configurations for the external gluons of such amplitudes, it turns out that the MHV ones A(+ · · · + −−), corresponding to all but two helicities being the same, are the simplest. Remarkably, these amplitudes have been also observed to be dual to Wilson loops made of straight lightlike segments, as shown in figure 1 . And the fact that for n = 4, 5 legs the dimensionally regulated amplitude is accurately described to all loops by the ansatz of Anastasiou-Bern-Dixon-Kosower/Bern-Dixon-Smirnov, implies that the 6-point amplitude is indeed the next interesting case to consider. The remainder function is precisely the part of the 
Since k 2 i = 0, all distances between the cusps xi will be lightlike. Right: To take the collinear limit of W6, we first connect two non-adjacent edges and form a square (OP SF ). It is invariant under three symmetries, and we act with one of them on A and B, to flatten them on (OF ). We can then think of (P O), (SF ) as a color-electric flux tube sourced by qq, and decompose W6 w.r.t. its excitations ψi.
amplitude not captured by the aforementioned ansatz. An account of these developments may be found in 2 as well.
Last but not least, there is growing evidence that each term in the expansion of the remainder function around the limit where consecutive external momenta become collinear, can be computed to all loops with the help of integrability, see 4, 5, 6 and references therein. For the l-loop 6-point remainder function R (l) 6 , symmetry implies that this expansion has the form
where [x] denotes the integer part of x, and {τ, φ, σ} a convenient choice of kinematical variables, in which the collinear limit is described by τ → ∞. As we illustrate in figure 1 , each term in the sum in m receives contributions from all m-particle excitations of a color-electric flux tube, created by the two segments adjacent to the ones becoming collinear, whose dynamics are encoded in an integrable spin chain.
These excitations may also be thought of as insertions the fields of the theory on the side (OF ) of the middle square in figure 1 . The leading m = 1 term in (1) comes from a single gluon insertion, and integral expressions for it were found 4,5 by exploiting the aforementioned integrable structures. In 7 , we analyzed these integrals, and proved that at any loop order,
where c ± are numeric coefficients, and H m 1 ...mn transcendental functions known as harmonic polylogarithms (HPLs). Our proof constituted an algorithm for the direct evaluation of the integrals for arbitrary l, which we employed in order to obtain f (l) 1,0,n for any n up to l = 6 loops, and for n = l − 1 up to l = 12 loops.
More recently, the m = 2 particle excitations were analyzed, and all-loop integral expressions were also presented for the corresponding term in (1) 6 . A variety of different flux tube excitations contributes in this case, and here we will focus on the 2-gluon bound state DF , whose contribution W DF is part of f (l) 2,0,n . Extending the method of 7 , we similarly prove that a W (l)
and provide explicit expressions forh (l) n up to l = 6 loops. These are included in the computerreadable file WDF1-6.m accompanying the version of this article on the arXiv. 
Around the collinear limit τ → ∞, the remainder function has an expansion of the form
where W BDS is a function known explicitly to all loops, 5 and W twist-1 = cos φW F ,
are the contributions of the flux tube excitations of the dual Wilson loop, consisting of gluons F,F , fermions ψ,ψ and scalars φ of helicity ±1, ±1/2 and 0 respectively. In what follows we will restrict our attention to the contribution of the 2-gluon bound state DF ,
In the last formula, the quantities γ(u), p(u), µ(u) are given to all loops in g 2 = λ/(4π) 2 by
where Q is a matrix with elements Q ij = δ ij (−1) i+1 i, M is related to another matrix K,
J i is the i-th Bessel function of the first kind, and κ,κ are vectors with elements
Finally,
Method and Results
Our main result is the proof that the integral (7) evaluates to the basis (3) at any order l in g 2 1, and the derivation of explicit expressions forh (l) n (σ) up to l = 6. To this end, we employ the method developed in 7 , which consists of reducing the integral into a sum over residues, and using the technology of Z-sums 8 in order to absorb the summation into the definition of HPLs, H m 1 ,...,mr (x) = n 1 >n 2 >...>nr≥1
x n 1 n m 1 1 . . . n mr r .
(11)
We have checked that our results forh (l) n (σ) agree with the expansion of the full R 6 to 4 loops 9 , and also with the σ → −∞ limit given by B in p.26 of 6 . For this we also need to compute W F F to lowest order, which can be done along similar lines, see the appendix and also 10 . We close by writing a new prediction for part of R
